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INTRODUCTION

1. The Language

Ladakhi^ a language belonging to the Sinq-Tibetan sub-family

of Chinese family, is spoken in Leh, Nyuma, Zangskar and
Nubra tehsils of Ladakh District of the present Jammu and
Kashmir State. The present name of the district 'Ladakh' is

derived from the Ladakhi word la—dsks meaning *many
passes' (l3 'pass', 'daks 'many'). It has also been called by
different names at different times in the past like m^rj—yni
Is—daks 'Republican Ladakh (lit. Ladakh of many villages)*

mor—yul l9—daks 'Ladakh of(or having) red villages', kho—can
l9—ddks *snowy Ladakh' etc. The language of the area is named
la—daks—si—skat 'the voice (speech) of la—daks'. The total

number of mother-tongue speakers of Ladakhi, according to the

1971 Census is 60,272. Ladakhi speakers are spread mainly in

rural areas (54,439) and those living in urban areas are only

5,838. The bulk of Ladakhi speakers is in the Jammu and
Kashmir State (59,823) and the rest, i.e. 449 are spread in the

rest of the country.

2. Regional and Social Varieties

There are five regional varieties of Ladakhi— Zangskar
Ladakhi, Nubra Ladakhi, Upper Ladakhi or Stotpa, Lower
Ladakhi or Shamma and Central Ladakhi (also called Leh
Ladakhi). Upper Ladakhi (Stotpa) is spoken in the higher

altitude regions, i.e. in th^ east of Leh — Upshi, Sakti, Chushul
etc. and its boundaries extend upto the Tibetan Border. This
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variety shows a marked influence of Tibetan on its phonology.

Lower Ladakhi (Shamma) is spoken in the north-west of Leh,

in places like Khalt$e, Timizgam etc. Nubra variety is spoken

in the north of Leh, mostly in Nubra Tehsil. Nubra variety also

attests diiferences between its upper sub-variety and lower sub-

variety. The lower sub-variety is more akin to Shamma variety

than to any other form of Ladakhi. The upper sub-variety is close

to Leh variety. Zangskar variety is spoken in the west ofLeh and

is spread all over the Zangskar tehsil. Upper Ladakhi and lower

Ladakhi are much closer to the Leh variety than Zangskar and

Nubra varieties. The Central Ladakhi spoken in Leh and in

neighbouring areas is accepted as the standard form and is hence

considered prestigious. These regional varieties differ phonologi-

cally, grammatically as well as lexically.

Ladakhi speakers are predominantly Buddhist. Muslim

mother-tongue speakers of Ladakhi are mostly in Leh although

some speakers are spread in the neighbouring villages. The

Muslim variety differs from the standard one in terms of phono-

logy and lexicon. The Muslim variety shows a higher incidence

of Perso-Arabic borrowings due to religio-cuitural reasons.

Muslim speakers also show a tendency of devoicing intervocalic

stops in certain lexical items.

3. Diglossic Situation

Ladakhi speech community attests a kind of diglossic

situation. Ladakhis use Classical Tibetan for their literary com-

positions. Whenever a Ladakhi writes something, literary or

otherwise, it is in Classical Tibetan. The pressure of the diglossic

situation is such that the plays being written at present are in the

Classical (written) variety but when they are staged, the language

is converted into the standard colloquial form. Literary variety

is now-a-days taught in schools as a subject known as 'Bodhi'.

The word *Bodhi' is an adaptation of the word *bhot' meaning

Tibet, *bhoti' meaning Tibetan (cf. Skt. bhota Tibet).

The religious writings of Buddhist Ladakhis are in Classical

Tibetan and all religious instruction is imparted in the same

language. Till recently Ladakhi Lamas used to go to Tibet for

educational instructions. All the Lamas studied religion includ-

ing its ritualistic aspect in Tibet through Classical Tibetan.
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Some of them also specialized in other secular fields of knowl-

edge like medicine, philosophy etc. Occasionally persons ndt

belonging to the Lama class also went to Tibet for education.

These traditionally educated Ladakhis, having received their

instruction in Classical Tibetan, still consider it to be the

language which should be used for education. This accounts for

a marked influence of this variety in the speech of these persons.

This tradition is still continued in the religious training of

Lamas in India although the migration of Ladakhis to Tibet

for religious instruction has ceased since early fifties due to

political reasons.

Bodhi, the language taught in schools and also the language

of religion, is at present used for all kinds of written purposes.

This language now shows a large number of Ladakhi words

which have, over the years, made their way in the language by

presumably replacing the Classical Tibetan items. However, the

grammatical structure including the grammatical markers,

functors, endings etc. of the classical language still remain

in tact.

As far as the colloquial level is concerned, the Leh variety is

considered to be standard and prestigious, although various

regional variations are used in their own areas for informal

purposes.

The standard variety (i.e. the Leh variety) is used in the mass

media. The Ladakhi programmes ofthe All India Radio meant for

all Ladakhi audience use the standard colloquial language.

Slogans, posters, election speeches etc. also use the same form

of the language.
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